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May 11th 2018:Project Management Has to Change - Colin
Ellis
Rick will interview Colin Ellis to talk about why project
management has to change. It has to embrace all that is new
and that works and discard all that is old and broken. It needs
to challenge the current doctrines, structures, processes and
people that are holding it back. What’s required is something
that builds on what works well whilst establishing a different
mindset and skill set that’s fit for the future of work. Delivery
people that role model emotional maturity, build
organisational agility and continually improve the way things
are delivered to ensure that the organisation consist
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Featured Guest
Colin Ellis
Colin D Ellis is an award-winning international speaker, renowned project leadership
expert and best-selling author who works with organisations around the world to help
them build capability that's fit for the future of work. Able to draw on more than 20 years
of public and private sector project leadership in the UK, New Zealand and Australia,
Colin peppers his presentations with anecdotes, statistics, practical insights and
plenty of humour to ensure that audiences are engaged and laughing! He get people
talking through his emphasis on people being the best version of themselves and
creating teams they can be proud of. Colin is originally from Liverpool in the UK and
now lives in Me
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